
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Motorola V290 
Bringing together the latest technology and sleek clamshell style at an 
affordable price, the Motorola V290 offers an array of ways to stay in touch – 
both with your friends and with your life.  Featuring a bright color screen, 
external caller-ID display, two ways to text message, PIM functionality, fun 
embedded games and high-quality sound, the Motorola V290 allows you to look 
professional-by-day and stylish-by-night.  
 
 
One Phone, Three Ways to Send Messages 
Love to communicate in an instant?  Adore attaching ring tunes and wallpaper 
to outgoing messages?  Then you’re in luck!  The Motorola V290 features not 
one, but two ways to send messages.  Choose from OICQ Instant Messaging or 
Chat Messaging and Enhanced Messaging (EMS) when sending text messages 
to your friends and family.   
 
Bold, Bright and Beautiful   
Everything is crystal clear and vivid on the Motorola V290’s large color screen.  
Feeling blue?  Red-hot?  Ain’t easy being green?  Now the look of your message can match your 
mood.  With color EMS messaging, the model V290 allows you to choose the colors that you 
communicate in.  
 
Surround Sound 
The Motorola V290 offers an integrated MIDI sound chip that brings a full-range of sound support to 
ring tunes, games and messaging features.  And the model V290’s polyphonic speaker produces 
realistic, higher fidelity sounds. 
 
Busy Schedule? 
Never forget an important meeting or a hot date again!  With the Motorola V290’s PIM functionality, 
keeping track of your hectic schedule is a breeze.  Enter appointments into the model V290’s 
calendar feature and set alerts to remind you where you need to be and when. 
 
Entertain Yourself! 
You can rely on the Motorola V290’s downloadable entertainment content to keep your days filled 
with fun.  Complete with downloadable icons and wallpaper you can attach to outgoing messages, the 
model V290 gives you countless options for fun!  And the Motorola V290 comes complete with three 
embedded games from mBounce.  You can play Pacific Storm, Bubble Tea and Big2 Garden all day 
long! 
 
Keep the Change 
Even though it’s packed full of features, the Motorola V290’s price tag won’t break the bank.  Stylish, 
fun and affordable -- what more could you ask for in a phone? 
 
For more information regarding pricing and product availability please check with your local Motorola 
representative. 
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